DRAINAGE & WATER CONCERNS
Q: When is the Huebner drainage/flood control improvement project going to begin?
A: The plans for this project were finalized the week of May 2, 2014. The project site has been
surveyed, marked and as of the week of May 5, 2014, construction has begun.

Q: A resident of Horsetail Lane mentioned that her house and, generally, all houses to the
west of the drainage area, are losing soil from their properties into the lower area. Can
anything be done to improve drainage in this area?
A: Public Works will contact the homeowner and perform an inspection of the area. If the creek
needs shoring, a plan may be developed to mitigate the problem.

Q: The house at the corner of Forest Knoll and Forest Brook has a low water area. The water
doesn’t flow to the drainage ditch. Can someone help this situation?
A: Public Works will inspect the area and perform any needed repairs.

Q: When San Antonio Water Systems (SAWS) performs repairs they do not pack the soil
which leaves us with depressions in our streets and/or lawns?
A: We can request that SAWS notify the City of Leon Valley Public Works Department when
performing street cuts so an inspection by City staff can be performed.

Q: Every quarter we are asked not to flush or use the water until water has been put into a
container and left on our porch. Is our water contaminated (it has white specs in it). What is
this all about?
A: The Texas Commission on Environmental Quality (TCEQ), the governmental agency with
oversight of our public water system, requires the City to perform sampling of the water system
at various addresses to assure water quality. The particles seen in the water bottle is actually a
reactive chemical that comes with the bottles and are not from the water. The City maintains a
superior water system rating and the water at this address is not contaminated. If you are an
address that is tested regularly and you do not wish to be, contact the Public Works Department.

